Abyssal ocean warming around Antarctica strengthens the Atlantic overturning circulation
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Abstract The abyssal warming around Antarctica is one of the most prominent multidecadal signals of change in the global ocean. Here we investigate its dynamical impacts on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) by performing a set of experiments with the ocean-sea ice model NEMO-LIM2 at ½° horizontal resolution. The simulations suggest that the ongoing warming of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), already affecting much of the Southern Hemisphere with a rate of up to 0.05°C decade−1, has important implications for the large-scale meridional overturning circulation in the Atlantic Ocean. While the abyssal northward flow of AABW is weakening, we find the upper AMOC cell to progressively strengthen by 5–10% in response to deep density changes in the South Atlantic. The simulations suggest that the AABW-induced strengthening of the AMOC is already extending into the subtropical North Atlantic, implying that the process may counteract the projected decrease of the AMOC in the next decades.

1. Introduction

In the seas around Antarctica, intense ocean heat loss and brine formation create the densest water mass in the global ocean. Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) sinks into the abyss and remains relatively isolated from further heat exchanges as it spreads northward to fill the deepest ocean with frigid dense waters [Orsi et al., 1999]. Recent temperature analyses of repeat hydrographic sections reveal a nearly global signature of warming in the abyssal open ocean [Perkey and Johnson, 2010; Kouketsu et al., 2011; Azaneu et al., 2013] and a sustained loss of waters colder than 0°C since the 1980s [Perkey and Johnson, 2012]. Abyssal warming is most intense close to the source regions of AABW in the Southern Ocean from where it extends northward into all three major oceans [Fukasawa et al., 2004; Zenk and Morozov, 2007; Perkey and Johnson, 2010; Zenk and Visbeck, 2013].

The warming of AABW represents a prominent signal of change in Earth’s climate, yet its causes are still under investigation. One possibility is a reduction of AABW formation, associated with a slowdown of the bottom limb of the meridional overturning circulation [Johnson et al., 2008; Perkey and Johnson, 2012]. An overall reduction of AABW formation rates is consistent with the concomitant freshening of dense shelf waters observed along the Antarctic coast [Jacobs et al., 2002; Aoki et al., 2013; van Wijk and Rintoul, 2014], possibly associated with an accelerated disintegration of ice sheets [Jacobs et al., 2002] and an enhancement of the hydrological cycle [Aoki et al., 2013]. An alternative hypothesis relates the abyssal warming in the Atlantic to variable wind-forced export of bottom waters [Meredith et al., 2011]. In particular, the recent intensification of the Weddell Gyre may have progressively restricted the coldest AABW waters from crossing the South Scotia Ridge [Meredith et al., 2008]. Both a reduced formation rate of AABW and the intensification of the Weddell Gyre may be regarded as consequences of the positive trend in the Southern Hemisphere westerly winds [Marshall, 2003]. Since the strengthening of westerly winds is projected to continue under rising greenhouse gas emissions [Gillett and Fyfe, 2013], it is plausible that the warming trend of AABW will extend also in the next century [Meeth et al., 2011].

The consequences of AABW warming on the global climate are as yet uncertain. It is suggested that the AABW warming may have ramifications for global energy budgets [Meeth et al., 2011] and for the rate of sea level rise [Seidov et al., 2001; Domingues et al., 2008; Perkey and Johnson, 2013]. Changes in Southern Ocean density are also thought to affect the strength of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), comprising the northward flow of warm, buoyant waters in the upper layer of the South and North Atlantic Ocean, its compensation by the southward flow of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) between.
approximately 1000 and 4000 m depth, and northward flow of AABW below [Lozier, 2010]. Several modeling studies suggest a multidecadal to multicentennial seesaw relationship between deep water formation in the North and South Atlantic, triggered by changes in melting of ice sheets and sea ice [Seidov et al., 2001; Swingedouw et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2014] and by modifications in deep ocean densities in the South Atlantic [Kamenkovich and Goodman, 2000; Kamenkovich and Radko, 2011].

Based on these studies, it can be hypothesized that the observed warming of AABW might affect the strength of the AMOC, thereby possibly acting as a driver of North Atlantic climate variation. Whether the ongoing AABW warming can generate a dynamical response on the AMOC, and with which amplitude and time scales, is, however, still unknown and is the topic of this study. To this end we perform a set of global ocean simulations designed to isolate the response of the AMOC to the observed warming trend of abyssal waters around Antarctica.

2. Methods

The simulations are carried out with a global configuration of the ocean general circulation model including sea ice NEMO-LIM2 [Madec, 2008] employing a nominal 0.5° horizontal resolution (ORCA05) and 46 unequally spaced levels. Its state-of-the-art configuration has been developed by the DRAKKAR collaboration [DRAKKAR Group, 2007] and was used in a wide range of applications [Biastoch et al., 2008; Schwarzkopf and Böning, 2011; Behrens et al., 2012]. The ocean model is forced by bulk formulae using a “normal” year forcing, i.e., a repeated annual cycle of wind and thermohaline surface fields obtained from atmospheric reanalysis products and satellite observations [Large and Yeager, 2009]. The simulations are initialized with temperature and salinity from the World Ocean Atlas [Levitus et al., 1998] and integrated for 90 years.

The experiments are designed to isolate the effects of the recent AABW warming on the AMOC. It should be stressed here that our aim is not to investigate the causes of the abyssal warming trend, but its consequences. Our strategy is therefore to compare two identical model solutions differing only for the warming trend of the recently formed AABW. The control experiment (CTRL) is constrained to exhibit virtually constant AABW properties in time (Figure S1 in the supporting information), whereas the sensitivity experiment (WARM) exhibits a warming trend of AABW close to observed; the warming trend corresponds to a “contraction” of AABW, since its definition is based on a fixed density criterion as in previous studies [Purkey and Johnson, 2012; Azaneu et al., 2013]. The AABW warming trend is achieved by using a standard configuration of ORCA05 exhibiting very little formation of AABW on the continental shelf, as typical for this class of ocean models [Goosse et al., 2001; Heuzé et al., 2013]. The WARM experiment therefore naturally simulates the observed trend of AABW warming and volume loss without a need to impose external constraints. For the CTRL experiment we apply a three-dimensional relaxation sponge in areas of recently formed AABW (black regions outlined in Figure 1) where we relax temperature and salinity to the World Ocean Atlas climatology [Levitus et al., 1998] with a time scale of 1 year. The sponge region is confined to water masses approximately south of the 0.5°C isotherm, defining the Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front. In the vertical, the sponge is restricted to a depth below 1000 m, where the largest deep warming trends have been observed in the Southern Ocean [Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Kouketsu et al., 2011], and 500 m above the ocean bottom in order to avoid spurious sources of vorticity. We remark that while in reality the warming is highest in the deepest reaches of the Southern Ocean, the lack of relaxation close to the bottom would not alter our results since the coldest classes of AABW cannot escape the Weddell Sea and Ross Sea directly.

We analyze the effects of the multidecadal AABW warming around Antarctica by focusing on the evolution of the differences between the WARM and CTRL experiments (hereafter called DIFF). It should be emphasized that, since the CTRL and WARM experiments differ only for the AABW property trends around Antarctica, any other (spurious) trend unrelated to the impacts of AABW warming will cancel by analyzing the difference between the two simulations.

3. Results

The prime signal exhibited by the DIFF solution is the progressive spreading of the abyssal warming from the source regions around Antarctica over the entire Southern Hemisphere (Figure 1 and S2).
The linear temperature trend in the AABW depth range, selected using a density criterion (grey full contour in Figure 2), is maximum in the South Atlantic sector, with values exceeding 0.05°C decade$^{-1}$. From there the signal spreads around the Southern Ocean and invades all ocean basins with patterns and magnitudes similar to those conjectured from the sparse observational evidence [Zenk and Morozov, 2007; Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Azaneu et al., 2013].

The northward spreading of the abyssal warming appears most pronounced in the western ocean basins, especially in the South Atlantic.
northward wedge of increasing temperatures broadly along the lower limb of the AABW-overturning cell (Figure 2). However, some aspects of the warming pattern cannot be reconciled by a purely advective spreading. One intriguing aspect is the rapid onset of the quasi-linear warming trend in the Vema Channel (Figure 1b), which cannot be explained by advection by the weak abyssal velocities, typically in the order of 0.1 to 1 cm s\(^{-1}\). The rapid northward propagation along the South American coast is rather indicative of dynamical wave processes induced by the slumping of deep isotherms, as previously inferred for the Atlantic Ocean [Swingedouw et al., 2009] and for the Pacific Ocean [Masuda et al., 2010].

Since the progressive AABW warming is primarily confined to the western basins of the South Atlantic (Figure 1), it leads to modifications of deep zonal density gradients (Figure S4) and, through the thermal wind relation, to changes in the vertical shear of meridional velocities. We quantify this effect by computing the changes in meridional volume transport in the different density classes of water masses flowing at 30°S (Figure 3). Our results show that—over a period of 75 years—AABW northward transport decreases by 20\%, NADW southward transport increases by 3\%, and the northward transport of mode and intermediate waters increases by 9\%. This pattern of change of the meridional transport reflects a progressive weakening of the lower limb of the AMOC, consistent with observed budget estimations in the North Atlantic [Johnson et al., 2008], and a strengthening and downward expansion of the upper AMOC cell (Figure 4a), concurrent with a temperature increase at the transition between the upper and lower AMOC cells (Figure 2). First occurring in the southern reaches of the Atlantic basin after about 20 years from the onset of the AABW warming, the AMOC response signal rapidly extends to the equator within a few years, followed by a more gradual northward progression over the whole extent of the North Atlantic on a decadal time scale (Figure 4b). The propagation characteristics are consistent with idealized model studies [Kawase, 1987; Goodman, 2001; Johnson and Marshall, 2002] and reconstructed behavior in the North Pacific [Masuda et al., 2010], involving a fast signal transmission by Kelvin waves along the western boundary to the equator, eastward along the equator, followed by a slower adjustment through Rossby waves radiating from the eastern boundary.

The idealized time line of DIFF can be translated into a figure tangible for the real world by associating the observed onset of the warming in the Vema Channel (i.e., the 1980s, Figure 1b) with the onset of the warming in DIFF (i.e., the second decade of simulation, Figure 1b). With this time allocation, the current state of the AMOC response would be represented by the fifth decade of the model simulation (highlighted between black contours in Figure 4b). At this stage the response of the
upper AMOC cell has clearly invaded the North Atlantic with a continuous trend of about 0.2 Sverdrup (Sv) decade\(^{-1}\). According to the model results, the abyssal warming trend around Antarctica should thus have begun to affect the multidecadal evolution of the AMOC in the subtropical North Atlantic. It should be emphasized that although the simulated changes in the upper AMOC cell triggered by AABW warming are small compared to the intraseasonal and year-to-year AMOC variability, which amounts to about 20% of the mean [Cunningham et al., 2007], it is their sustained nature and large meridional extent that could make them a relevant signal for the North Atlantic heat budget over the course of the 21st century. Indeed, paleoclimate reconstructions as well as climate simulations have shown that AMOC anomalies of this order of magnitude are associated with sea surface temperature anomalies capable of significantly affecting North Atlantic climate on multidecadal time scales [Knight et al., 2005; Park and Latif, 2008; Delworth and Zeng, 2012].

4. Summary and Discussion

In this study we investigated the dynamical impact of the ongoing multidecadal abyssal warming around Antarctica onto the North Atlantic MOC. The simulated AABW warming trend, affecting much of the Southern Hemisphere with a rate of up to 0.05°C decade\(^{-1}\), is congruent with the observational evidence. Following the main pathway of the newly formed AABW, the abyssal warming is mostly confined to the western South Atlantic where it causes a change in the east-west density gradients and in the vertical shear of meridional velocities. Our simulations suggest that while the AABW transport is weakening, the upper cell of the AMOC progressively strengthens. This response is consistent with a seesaw behavior between deep water formation in the North and South Atlantic, already detected in a multicentennial context in response to freshwater perturbations [Seidov et al., 2001; Swingedouw et al., 2007; Martin et al., 2014]. By isolating the dynamical impact of the ongoing abyssal warming around Antarctica, we showed that the AABW-induced strengthening of the upper AMOC cell is already extending into the subtropical North Atlantic and that if continuing over the next decades, it will become a factor of multidecadal change rivaling or exceeding the weak multidecadal signal inferred for the last century [Knight et al., 2005].

Due to the linkage of multidecadal changes in AMOC strength with North Atlantic climate conditions [Gulev et al., 2013] it is imperative to gain a better understanding of drivers of AMOC multidecadal trends under increasing anthropogenic pressure. Climate model simulations in support of the fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) predict a weakening of the upper limb of the AMOC by 20%–40% during the 21st century [Weaver et al., 2012] as a result of dwindling deep water formation in the subpolar North Atlantic. A potential mechanism that may counteract this tendency is an increased salinity injection into the upper limb of the AMOC due to strengthening of the Agulhas leakage [Biastoch et al., 2008]. This study...
identifies another stabilizing mechanism—by itself leading to a 5%–10% increase of the AMOC over the 21st century—associated with ocean climate trends around Antarctica, which could add to the impact of the increased upper layer inflow of salinity to partially offset AMOC trends in the North Atlantic. Since AABW warming as well as reduced deep water formation in the North Atlantic are thought to be two aspects of the anthropogenic greenhouse gas increase [Meredith et al., 2008; Meehl et al., 2011; Weaver et al., 2012; Gillett and Fyfe, 2013], their superposition would lead to a more limited weakening of the upper AMOC cell in the next century.

It is important to emphasize that present modeling capabilities, including the most recent CMIP5 simulations [Heuzé et al., 2013], are unlikely capable of simulating the correct AABW warming patterns in response to climate change. This is due to the lack in essential physical processes involved in AABW formation, which in most coupled climate models lead to too much AABW formation through open ocean convection in the Weddell Sea instead of on the continental shelf [Heuzé et al., 2013; Martin et al., 2014]. This causes an incorrect simulation of AABW water mass properties [Goosse et al., 2001] and of its sensitivity to atmospheric forcing [Gordon, 1991]. Accordingly, our experimental strategy was not directed at discerning the causes responsible for the ongoing warming of AABW, but at isolating its consequences on the AMOC by prescribing the observed warming trend to the newly formed AABW. Nonetheless, our results point to the importance of including the explicit simulation of these processes into climate models, in order to achieve a more realistic response of the AMOC to anthropogenic climate change and to improve North Atlantic climate predictions on multidecadal time scales.
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